If the animal plans the two saccades in eye-centered coordinates, the saccade plan for the second target is invalid once the first saccade has been made. The metrics of the first saccade must therefore be taken into Traditionally, studies of the visual system of nonhuman account to complete the second saccade to the right primates have investigated neurons while the animal spatial location. Thus, an internal monitoring of the comfixates a target in a static environment. Clearly, this pleted first saccade-a change of reference frame-is is not what our everyday life is like; neither the environnecessary. Sommer and Wurtz showed that muscimol ment nor we are stationary while we act in our world.
A closer look at the saccades before inactivation. The monkey was instructed to make saccades to T1 and T2. Its first saccade, however, is inaccurate and shows an upward bias (T1Ј). If the monkey had access to the actual position of the eye, one would expect the second saccade to correct for the error in the first saccade and follow a trajectory similar to the solid line (possibly combined with an additional error component). Instead, the monkey saccades to T2Ј, following a vector that is very much like the vector T1-T2. This seems to indicate that the monkey's saccade plan assumes that the eye is at T1, suggesting that the saccade planning center has access to the intended rather than the actual saccade.
for stimuli typically processed by the magnocellular mothe extraretinal parameters (the saccade itself) do not change between these two conditions, this experiment tion pathway is much more reduced than sensitivity for isoluminant stimuli typically processed by the parvoceldemonstrates that (passive) changes in the retinal input play an important role in the suppression of intrasaclular form pathway (Burr et al., 1994) . Second, even motion can be perceived intrasaccadically if the stimulus cadic motion perception. In this view, the presence of a stationary stimulus after the saccade masks the motion properties are carefully chosen ( retinal process of saccadic suppression in the macaque. ies make is that neurons' receptive fields, and thereby They compared the response of neurons in areas MT their representation of space, are not static entities but and MST in two conditions. In the first condition, the that they change around the time of a saccade to deal monkey makes saccades across a structured backwith changes in relevant reference frames and behavground; hence its saccades create retinal motion. In the ioral demands. second condition, the monkey fixates a central target Coordinate transformations and changes in reference while the structured background is moved across the frames are equally important when visual spatial inforretina with a velocity profile identical to that of a saccade mation is used for motor control. Let's assume we have in the first condition. showed that their networks provide a near-optimal way during fixation but that this representation is disturbed to implement coordinate transformations. Moreover, in the temporal vicinity of a saccade. They speculated they showed that feedback between neurons that use that this disturbance is caused by the attempt of the different reference frames leads to an encoding in intervisual system to suppress the visual motion signals mediate frames of reference. Given the ubiquity of feedcaused by the saccade. In this view, perisaccadic misloback connectivity in cortical networks, this seems a reacalization is a (undesirable) side effect of the (desirable) saccadic suppression. An important point all three studsonable hypothesis and one that could conceivably be rimotor region such as area 5. Studies in awake monkeys on spatial action and perception have given us inspiring new insights into how the brain copes with the challenges posed by seemingly trivial everyday processes such as locating and reaching toward an object. Yet, this is only the first step toward a full understanding of the neural processes underlying sensorimotor transformations, and we have pointed out some of the issues that are still unresolved. It is promising, however, that with today's knowledge it is already possible, for example, to control artificial reaching devices with real neuronal data from, among others, PPC neurons (Taylor et al., 2002; Wessberg et al., 2000) . The current level of technical sophistication and the increasing variety of methods in neuroscience allow us to study the brain in an ever more realistic mode of operation. We can now combine technical feasibility studies and theoretical insights with neural circuitry data from awake behaving monkeys and imaging studies in humans that demonstrate similarities and dissimilarities between the species. Eventually, these combined approaches should lead to a better understanding of how the brain manages to solve the challenges posed by everyday life.
